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A statement in luxury, Signature features a 

mélange of elegant materials that have been 

precision-crafted into unique pieces with regal 

style. Throughout the collection are dramatic 

statements for living rooms, dining rooms, 

studies, sitting areas, and bedrooms in a 

lacquered ebony finish, unique wood veneers, 

soft gold metals, luscious leathers and sumptuous 

fabrics. At once refined and aristocratic, 

Signature is a luxurious collection designed for 

those whom appreciate fine design. 
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Signature       Dining

Offering a classically inspired palette of black, crème and gold, the Signature collection makes a 
luxurious statement in the dining room. This timeless palette is executed in a curated mix of textures 
that beckon all to touch. From the refined Nightfall finish accentuating our Signature dyed eucalyptus 
veneer to the taupe quilted leather adorning the back of our dining chairs, and as an embellishment on 
a stately dining table, the collection’s couture details are the epitome of elegance and style. 

Dining
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The Aristocrat Dining Table
SIG-416-201

98-142W x 50D x 30H in.
248.92-360.68W x 127D x 76.2H cm

The Aristocrat Dining Table is a piece of jewelry unto itself. Its noble, French lines have been 

elegantly simplified and further enhanced by a soft Majestic Gold metal band that outlines 

the entire dining table’s base.  A unique eucalyptus veneer has been dyed to a rich Nightfall 

finish that enhances the depth of the wood’s grain. The top is a beautiful complement to the 

slender, undulating base and trapezoidal legs that are wrapped in a warm taupe diamond-

quilted leather. A true Signature piece, this table is elegantly proportioned at 98 inches by 50 

inches, and extends with two 22-inch leaves to 142 inches for large gatherings.

dimensions
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The Aristocrat Dining Chair
SIG-416-283

22W x 25.5D x 42.5H in.
55.88W x 64.77D x 107.95H cm

Haute couture finds its way into the equestrian elegance of this beautiful dining side chair. 

The high back of this softly winged chair is artfully tailored in a quilted warm taupe leather 

and beautifully appointed with a contemporary gold horseshoe pull positioned at the top of 

the chair back. The gently curved wood legs are tipped with gold metal ferrules in the front. 

This is a sumptuous chair that will pair elegantly with any dining table.

dimensions
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Our eucalyptus veneers are 
hand selected from sustainable 
forests. The veneers are 
processed and shipped to Italy 
to undergo the most advanced 
dyeing process. Our regal 
Nightfall finish adds depth 
and drama to the inherently 
exquisite eucalyptus veneer.
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The Rose Dining Table
SIG-416-204

72 dia x 29.5H in.
182.88 dia x 74.93H cm

dimensions

This black beauty is a statement in glamour. A work of contemporary art, its base is a highly 

polished Majestic Gold filigree of intertwined roses. Offset with a black glass top, this table 

is a sophisticated gem for your collection. At 70 inches, this generous table will be the 

gorgeous centerpiece to memorable conversations.
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The Regal Dining Arm Chair
SIG-416-271

25.5W x 25.5D x 40.5H in.
64.77W x 64.77D x 102.87H cm

A gloriously carved wood frame punctuates this twenty-first century update to a classic Louis 

XVI chair. Contemporary Greco Roman details abound in this open armed fauteuil chair. 

Delicately carved coin and leaf details encircle the upholstered back and extend down the 

upholstered arm insets and fluted tapered legs. Dressed in a neutral luxurious fabric and 

finished in a soft Gold Bullion Leaf, this is truly the dressiest of dining chairs. A custom 

designed arabesque pattern adorns the outside back of the chair. We consider it the jewelry 

for your dining room.

dimensions
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The Regal Dining Side Chair
SIG-016-281

32.5W x 25.5D x 40.25H in.
82.55W x 64.77D x 102.24H cm

A gloriously carved wood frame punctuates this twenty-first century update to a classic Louis 

XVI chair. Contemporary Greco Roman details abound in this open armed fauteuil chair. 

Delicately carved coin and leaf details encircle the upholstered back and extend down the 

upholstered arm insets and fluted tapered legs. Dressed in a neutral luxurious fabric and 

finished in a soft Gold Bullion Leaf, this is truly the dressiest of dining chairs. A custom 

designed arabesque pattern adorns the outside back of the chair. We consider it the jewelry 

for your dining room.

dimensions
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The Arabesque Display
SIG-416-222

68.5W x 16.25D x 77H in.
173.99W x 41.28D x 195.58H cm

dimensions

The Arabesque Display—where high-fashion meets grand style. A memorable combination of 

highly polished Majestic Gold metal doors surrounded by a Satin Ebony cabinet. The metal 

fretwork doors are a star and diamond pattern with a hint of bamboo etching. The side doors 

open to reveal access to the interior cabinet. An ultra-clear mirror back panel adds sparkle to the 

thick glass shelves that are awaiting your most valuable collection. LED lights add an additional 

glow to enhance your favorite artistic items.
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The Sophisticates Dining Chair
SIG-416-282

21.5W x 25.5D x 42H in.
54.61W x 64.77D x 106.68H cm

Haute couture finds its way into the equestrian elegance of this beautiful dining side chair. 

The high back of this softly winged chair is artfully tailored in crème velvet and beautifully 

appointed with a contemporary gold horseshoe handle at its top back. The gently curved 

wood legs are tipped with gold metal ferrules in the front. This is a sumptuous chair that 

pairs beautifully with traditional, as well as, contemporary dining settings.

dimensions
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The Connoisseurs Display
SIG-416-221

57W x 19D x 83H in.
144.78W x 48.26D x 210.82H cm

dimensions

The Connoisseurs Display Cabinet is the height of visual luxury. A stunning cabinet to feature your most 

prized collections. A dramatically shaped front offers full length glass doors. A clear mirror back reflects 

your collection of beautiful pieces and crisp spotlights add the sparkle. The glass doors feature floating 

hardware. Custom designed handles and hinges are beautifully executed entwined hearts, in a polished 

gold. Inside luxuriously thick glass shelves are banded in a hand applied gold leaf. The top of the Satin 

Ebony cabinet has the shape of a subtle mansard roof that offsets the curved front. The cabinet stands on 

high-polished metal legs joined by gold metal stretchers. This is a beautifully reflective piece that turns 

any display into an elegant conversation.
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The Grandiose Credenza
SIG-416-211

The Grandiose Credenza lives up to its name. Bold and daring, your eye is immediately drawn 

to the beautifully dyed eucalyptus veneers and the three custom designed floral-inspired door 

pulls. The entire case, inside and out, is veneered in Nightfall—truly luxurious attention to 

detail. The layered door pulls, with highly intricate scrolls and floral patterns, are a piece of art 

unto themselves. Framing the credenza on each side are translucent acrylic posts that feature a 

small floral motif. We particularly like how they resemble champagne bubbles. A black stone top 

completes the story and is a perfect surface for serving beverages or hot dishes. Customized pull 

out trays, behind the left and right doors, are carved to accommodate your favorite wine bottles. 

A final Signature detail is the locking drawer behind the center door.  This stunning piece is 

completed with conical legs with polished Majestic Gold details. Drama meets design in the 

dining room with this piece.

78W x 20D x 39H in.
198.12W x 50.8D x 99.06H cm

dimensions
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The Aficionado Cabinet
SIG-416-531

52.5W x 20.5D x 86H in.
133.35W x 52.07D x 218.44H cm

dimensions

The Aficionado Cabinet makes the same elegant statement that a fine Steinway piano lends to your 

home. This entertainment/bar cabinet’s linear lines and rectangular shape are brought to life in a 

glossy Piano Black that is trimmed in Majestic Gold. The piece is suspended off the floor on square 

tapered legs with slender horseshoe-curved gold stretchers. Open the large cabinet doors with 

brilliant gold quilted knobs to discover the interior cabinet is radiant in Gold Bullion Leaf. This 

piece is as stunning open as closed, so you can show it off to your guests.



Signature       Dining
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Punctuate your design aesthetic in the living room with Signature’s cache of over twenty unique 
occasional tables. Our enviable collection utilizes sophisticated precision-crafted design techniques 
to create memorable, one-of-a-kind pieces. An Italian black lacquer finish technique creates the 
elegant luster for our collection of Parisian tables, while metal artistry brings to life an intricate, 
precision-cut rose pattern for our Rose occasional tables. And finally, our unforgettable drink table, 
In Bloom, features a unique, three-dimensional rose-embossed crystal top.

Living
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The Aristocrat Sofa
SGU-416-015-C

108.75W x 40.5D x 29H in.
276.26W x 402.87D x 73.66H cm

This handsomely scaled sofa is the height of fine design. Distinguished by its strong 

linear lines and tailored to perfection in a rich, dark navy velvet. To touch this fabric 

is to know Italian luxury! Beautifully scaled for large spaces with tall ceilings or a 

sophisticated choice to make a grand statement in a cozy den.

dimensions
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The Aristocrat Chair
SGU-416-035-C

Truly, a gentlemen’s chair and crafted to become a favorite when you think of comfort, the 

Aristocrat chair is distinguished by its strong linear lines and tailored to perfection in a rich, 

dark navy velvet. To touch this fabric is to know Italian luxury! Beautifully scaled for large 

spaces with tall ceilings or a sophisticated choice to make a grand statement in a cozy den. Use 

a single chair, or group four chairs together, around a cocktail for a dramatic statement.

40.5W x 37D x 29H in.
102.87W x 93.98D x 73.66H cm

dimensions
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The Gem Side takes its inspiration from your finest diamond ring. The gleaming Majestic 

Gold legs emulate a ring’s elegantly slender prongs. With its thick beveled crystal top, cut in 

the shape of a gem, it is the perfect accessory to add sparkle in any room.

dimensions

The Gem Side
SIG-416-421

17W x 16.25D x 20.25H in.
43.18W x 41.28D x 51.44H cm
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The Arabesque Cocktail
SIG-416-404

52.75W x 24D x 18.75H in.
133.99W x 60.96D x 47.63H cm

This rectangular cocktail table showcases a star-and-diamond metal fretwork pattern to bring 

a richness to a piece that should be front and center in your living room. The top frame and 

thin stretchers are finished in Brushed Majestic Gold, while the frets and square tapered legs 

are dipped in high-polished Majestic Gold. The piece is topped in ultra-clear glass so as to be 

perfect when situated between two sofas.

dimensions
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This generous end table slides into environments with antiques or contemporary pieces with 

equal ease. Its square shape uses the grouping’s star-and-diamond metal fretwork pattern. 

The top frame and thin stretchers are finished in Brushed Majestic Gold, while the frets and 

square tapered legs are dipped in high-polished Majestic Gold. The piece is topped in ultra-

clear glass and slides in next to a comfortable sofa with perfect ease.

dimensions

The Arabesque End
SIG-416-414

26.75W x 26.75D x 24H in.
67.95W x 67.95D x 60.96H cm
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The Arabesque Cocktail
SIG-416-405

49.5W x 49.5D x 19H in.
125.73W x 125.73D x 48.26H cm

dimensions

If you are looking for a generous square cocktail table that blends seamlessly with other pieces, 

The Arabesque Cocktail beautifully displays a star-and-diamond metal fretwork pattern to add 

a special touch to any seating area. The top frame and thin stretchers are finished in Brushed 

Majestic Gold, while the frets and square tapered legs are dipped in high-polished Majestic 

Gold. The piece is topped in ultra-clear glass that is perfect for elegant entertaining.
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This dramatic and refined console borrows the star-and-diamond metal fretwork pattern to 

create a notable piece. The top frame and thin stretchers are finished in Brushed Majestic 

Gold, while the frets and square tapered legs are dipped in high-polished Majestic Gold. The 

piece is finished in ultra-clear glass. The result is a long, slender and sophisticated statement 

for any dining room, hallway or living room.

dimensions

The Arabesque Console
SIG-416-446

72.75W x 14.25D x 30H in.
184.79W x 36.2D x 76.2H cm
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dimensions

Bold in Deep Bronze, the clean contemporary lines of this generous cocktail table 

become a signature statement in any room. The table’s highly polished sides and 

legs are subtly contrasted by a bronze mirror 50-inch square top. This is the perfect 

centerpiece for rooms with generous seating.

The Handsome Cocktail
SIG-416-403

50W x 50D x 16H in.
127W x 127D x 40.64H cm



Signature       Living
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dimensions

The Gilded Chair
SGU-416-132-B

26.25W x 28.25D x 38.25H in.
66.68W x 71.76D x 97.16H cm

This fauteuil’s intricately carved woodwork is gloriously gilded in a Sterling Silver to be 

the perfect accent next to a glowing fire. This classically French frame has delicately carved 

Greco Roman coin, leaf and flower details that encircle the upholstered back and extend 

down the upholstered arm insets and fluted tapered legs.  An ultra-comfortable occasional 

chair, dressed in a luxurious black velvet, it has an elegance all its own.
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dimensions

The Gilded Chair
SGU-416-132-A

26.25W x 28.25D x 38.25H in.
66.68W x 71.76D x 97.16H cm

A French chair is a thing of beauty!  This graciously proportioned chair will add a sophisticated 

aura to any room. This fauteuil’s intricately carved woodwork is gloriously gilded in a Sterling 

Silver. This classically French frame features delicately carved Greco Roman coin, leaf, and 

flower details that encircle the upholstered back and extend down the upholstered arm insets 

and fluted tapered legs. Dressed up in a gorgeous neutral fabric that offers the softest of 

shimmers, it is an exquisite chair for a formal living room or your personal dressing room.
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dimensions

The Gilded Chair
SGU-416-132-C

26.25W x 28.25D x 38.25H in.
66.68W x 71.76D x 97.16H cm

This French fauteuil’s intricately carved woodwork is gloriously gilded in a warm Sterling 

Silver to be the perfect accent next to a glowing fire. This classically French frame has Greco 

Roman coin, leaf and flower details that encircle the upholstered back and extend down 

the upholstered arm insets and fluted tapered legs. This is a comfortable open-armed piece 

with an elegance all its own. Upholstered in a woven navy and gold fabric it is the perfect 

accompaniment to the Aristocrat sofa.
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dimensions

The In Bloom Accent Table
SIG-016-420

15W x 15D x 24H in.
38.1W x 38.1D x 60.96H  cm

This exquisite cut-crystal accent table is as vibrant as a bouquet in a shimmering gold vase. 

At 15 inches round, you can peer through the ultra-clear top to see each delicate rose petal 

come to life in three-dimensional crystal splendor. The fluted metallic Majestic Gold base 

ensures a design with a truly rosy perspective.  
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dimensions

The Ribbon Sofa
SGU-416-013-A

102W x 35.5D x 34.25H in.
259.08W x 90.17D x 87H cm

Classically French with its soft camel-curved back and sweeping arms, The Ribbon Sofa is a 

thing of beauty, enhanced by the luxurious buff-colored velvet that surrounds the frame. The 

collection’s signature deeply carved ribbon runs around the base of the sofa in a hand-applied 

Gold Bullion Leaf. The entire piece takes a welcoming position atop rounded trapeze feet.
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dimensions

The Ribbon Chair
SGU-416-033-A

34.75W x 36.5D x 32.25H in.
88.27W x 92.71D x 81.92H cm

Elegantly enrobed in velvet, this chair has a soft curving back and arms  that are a welcoming 

respite after a long day. Wrapping around the base of the chair is the collection’s delicately 

carved ribbon detail in a soft Gold Bullion Leaf finish. The chair is suspended off the floor on 

rounded trapeze feet. Lovely and refined, The Ribbon Chair is a perfect addition to any room.
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dimensions

The Rose Cocktail
SIG-416-406

41 dia x 19H in.
104.14 dia x 48.26H cm

The Rose Cocktail is the perfect size for intimate conversations over a glass of Chateau 

Lafite-Rothschild. Its large highly polished circular base is a pierced stylized rose pattern, 

elegantly topped with 1-inch thick black glass, this is an aristocratic statement piece around 

which to entertain.
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dimensions

The Rose Side
SIG-416-415

20.5 dia x 24.5H in.
52.07 dia x 62.23H cm

Floral elegance was never more memorable as displayed in this side table with a highly 

polished base that is created with a Majestic Gold filigree of intertwined roses. This is a 

sculptural side table that is topped in black glass to add glamour to any seating area.
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This pretty side table is a must-have in the collection. Its beautiful white crystal stone top is 

offset by a base in Crème De La Crème that is trimmed in Gold Bullion Leaf. It’s delicately 

curved contemporary cabriole legs are joined by a stretcher that is finished in a glittering 

cut crystal finial. This piece is a vision of loveliness in any refined space.

dimensions

The Ladies Side
SIG-416-412

28 dia x 26.25H in.
71.12 dia x 66.68H cm
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The Sophisticated Side
SIG-416-413

20 dia x 24.5H in.
50.8 dia x 62.23H cm

In the same way that Austrian cut crystal adds drama to the most beautiful chandeliers, 

this crystal glass end table has artfully cut edges at its top and base that bring out a rainbow 

of reflective light. A perfect piece for the end of a sofa, in the most elegant traditional or 

contemporary environments, or layered with The Drink Table between two chairs.
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The Drink Table

This petite crystal table is all the more beautiful with its artfully cut edges that sparkle in the 

light. Just the right size for a drink or an orchid, this piece adds panache to the most elegant 

traditional or contemporary environment. Also, this little gem is an excellent addition to 

layer with The Sophisticated Side Table.

dimensions

SIG-416-422

10 dia x 22H in.
25.4 dia x 55.88H cm
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As distinguishable as your 
own individual signature, 
the bespoke pieces within the 
Caracole Signature collection 
offer you the opportunity 
to create an enduring home 
aesthetic that is uniquely you.
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dimensions

The Jewel Bench
SGU-416-151-A

37.5W x 18.5D x 20H in.
95.25W x 46.99D x 50.8H cm

This true jewel of a bench is elegantly dressed in luxurious black velvet. The generously 

upholstered seat has gracefully carved cabriole legs finished in a Sterling Silver. 

Characteristically French, we say “magnifique!”
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dimensions

The Parisian Chair
SGU-416-131-A

27.25W x 30D x 37.25H in.
69.22W x 76.2D x 94.62H cm

Borrowing from fauteuil á la reine designs of the past, The Parisian Chair exhibits the structure 

of classic open armchairs that were preferred by royalty at the time of Louis XIV. With a nod 

to the past, our chair has been contemporized with a graciously carved frame dipped in a Satin 

Ebony finish and hand-detailed with Gold Highlights to bring out the curvaceousness of the 

frame. Its high back and cushioned seat and arms exhibit a rich buff-colored velvet. Gloriously 

comfortable, yet highly sophisticated, this piece is royal indeed.
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The Contempo Side
SIG-416-416

23W x 23.25D x 24H in.
58.42W x 59.06D x 60.96H cm

Distinctive design results in a side table that will stir a conversation in any room. The 

beauty of your decor is given a contemporary edge when it’s paired with the irregular angles 

of this hexagonal table. A black glass top compliments the deep bronze metal base. Place by 

a chair or sofa or group a couple together for an artistic display. Two sizes are available.

dimensions
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dimensions

The Contempo Side
SIG-416-472

16.75W x 14.5D x 19.5H in.
42.55W x 36.83D x 49.53H cm

Distinctive design results in a side table that will stir a conversation in any room. The 

beauty of your decor is given a contemporary edge when it’s paired with the irregular angles 

of this smaller-scaled hexagonal table. The deep bronze base features a black glass top that 

finishes off this knockout. Place by a chair or sofa or group a couple together for an artistic 

display. Two sizes are available.
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Think of all the beautiful 
spaces within the home 
that could be enhanced by 
the addition of a stylish 
side table. A pair tucked 
beside the bath offer a 
convenient perch for a 
towel, candle and bath salts. 
Crafted in a deep bronze 
metal with a black glass 
top, our Contempo side 
tables come in two sizes 
and look equally beautiful 
next to your favorite chair 
or tucked under one of our 
elegant consoles to offer an 
additional serving surface. 
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dimensions

The Contempo Side
SIG-416-411

23W x 23.25D x 24H in.
58.42W x 59.06D x 60.96H cm

Distinctive design results in a side table that will stir a conversation in any room. The 

beauty of your decor is given a warm Majestic Gold glow when it is reflected off the irregular 

angles of this hexagonal table. White crystal stone adorns the top of this contemporary 

knockout that can be placed by a chair or sofa for an added spectacular statement.
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dimensions

The Contempo Side
SIG-416-471

16.75W x 14.5D x 19.5H in.
42.55W x 36.83D x 49.53H cm

Distinctive design results in a side table that will stir a conversation in any room. This smaller-

scaled side table will bring a warm Majestic Gold glow to your  decor when it is reflected off the 

irregular angles of this hexagonal table. White crystal stone adorns the top of this contemporary 

knockout that can be placed by a chair or sofa for an added spectacular statement.
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dimensions

This Deep Bronze console with inset Majestic Gold panels will add a highly polished 

mystique to any room. Its thin, square tapered legs create sleek supports for this crescent-

shaped table. Generously sized at 80 inches, it is a perfect service piece in a dining room or 

beautifully stands behind a sofa.

The Elegant Console
SIG-416-447

80W x 16D x 36.5H in.
203.2W x 40.64D x 92.71H cm
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dimensions

The Elegant Demi is the hall table you have been looking for! It is a Deep Bronze console 

with inset Majestic Gold panels, all of which have been highly polished to a beautiful 

sheen. Its thin, square tapered legs create sleek supports for this crescent-shaped table with 

sophisticated high-polished top.

The Elegant Demi
SIG-416-448

43.75W x 18D x 30.5H in.
111.13W x 45.72D x 77.47H cm
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The standout cabriole legs on this 71-inch console make a memorable French-inspired 

statement. Finished in shiny Piano Black, the curvy legs look like they are wearing brilliant 

gold boots that are joined by the collection’s defining Majestic Gold ribbon stretcher. One 

drawer dressed with brilliant round quilted gold knobs. This graceful console will make a 

stylish statement in a hallway or behind a sofa.

dimensions

The Parisian Console
SIG-416-441

71W x 19D x 32.5H in.
180.34W x 48.26D x 82.55H cm
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dimensions

The Parisian Console
SIG-416-443

71W x 19D x 32.5H in.
180.34W x 48.26D x 82.55H cm

The standout cabriole legs on this 71-inch console make a memorable French-inspired 

statement. Finished in Crème De La Crème, the curvy legs look like they are wearing 

brilliant gold boots that are joined by the collection’s defining Majestic Gold ribbon 

stretcher. One drawer is dressed with a brilliant round quilted gold knob. This graceful 

console will make a stylish statement in a hallway or behind a sofa.
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dimensions

The Parisian Desk
SIG-416-451

62.5W x 27D x 30H in.
158.75W x 68.58D x 76.2H cm

The Parisian Desk is a piece of refined elegance. Wrapped in Crème De La Crème paint, 

the desk has a sleek flat front with a soft curve at the corners. Its five drawers are outlined 

in a hand painted gold bead. The center drawer locks with a beautiful gold key. The piece 

is accented with round quilted gold knobs and four cast metal Majestic Gold cabriole legs. 

This is a memorable desk on which to finish writing your next novel.
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Create a sophisticated 
workspace within your 
bedroom or living room by 
tucking this lovely desk into 
a corner or under a window. 
Whether working from home or 
simply using its beautiful work 
surface to write a letter, our 
Parisian desk with its elegant 
Crème De La Crème finish and 
Gold Bullion accents will blend 
seamlessly into any setting. A 
locking drawer with graceful 
gold key will ensure privacy. 
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Signature offers the most luxurious and compelling sophistication for your master suite. 
Dramatic scaling, couture tailoring elements and unexpected materials come together to create 
a sanctuary worthy of your highest expectations. The Parisian-inspired gold Ribbon bed is inset 
with either crème or black velvet and pairs beautifully with the luminous high sheen Crème De La 
Crème finish or the rich custom-dyed eucalyptus in our Nightfall finish. 

Bedroom
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SIG-416-104   l   SIG-416-124   l   SIG-416-144

The Ribbon Bed

Graceful in its softness and refinement, The Ribbon Bed is a bed that will wind its way into 

your heart. The delicately carved frame curves around the headboard and flows down along 

the side rails and footboard in decorative style. Not to be missed is the depth of carving that 

adds elegant dimension to this sumptuous bed. Bathed in a warm Gold Bullion Leaf finish, 

the free-flowing wood carving is the perfect trim for the plush crème velvet that surrounds the 

entire bed, embracing you in elegance. The bed is suspended off the floor on rounded trapeze 

feet. Distinctly French in style, this piece is the prettiest of presents for any bedroom.

queen dimensions king dimensions cal king dimensions

69.25W x 86D x 65H in.
175.9W x 218.44D x 165.1H cm

85.25W x 86D x 65H in.
216.54W x 218.44D x 165.1H cm

81.25W x 90D x 65H in.
206.38W x 228.6D x 165.1H cm
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The Aristocrat Nightstand is the perfect accessory for any regal bed. Luminous in its high-sheen 

Creme De La Creme finish, this sleek silhouette has a softly bowed front that is adorned with 

beautiful, round gold metal knobs. The piece sits atop a shimmering warm leather quilted base 

and trapezoidal legs. With four generous drawers, the top twin drawers have been accessorized 

with removable quilted drawer liners.

dimensions

The Aristocrat Nightstand
SIG-416-063

38.5W x 18D x 29.75H in.
97.79W x 45.72D x 75.57H cm
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This glamorous nightstand brings the collection’s signature ribbon details to life. The elegant 

French-inspired piece has been given a contemporary twist. Covered in Crème De La Crème 

paint, two-thirds of the gracefully curved cabriole legs are dipped in brilliant Majestic Gold with 

a stylized gold ribbon stretcher. Pull the round quilted gold knobs to open the drawer which 

features a beautifully upholstered interior in an elegant crème shagreen pattern. The Parisian 

Nightstand is a couture statement for any Signature bed!

dimensions

The Parisian Nightstand
SIG-416-062

29.5W x 21.5D x 29.5H in.
74.93W x 54.61D x 74.93H cm
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dimensions

The Parisian Dresser
SIG-416-031

73.5W x 19.5D x 35.75H in.
186.69W x 49.53D x 90.81H cm

The Parisian Dresser is quintessentially French deco. Reminiscent of that era, this piece is 

wrapped in sumptuous, Crème De La Crème paint and each of the drawers are outlined in a 

hand-painted gold bead. The dresser has a sleek flat front that softly curves at the corners and is 

accented with round gold pulls featuring a quilted pattern that emulates classic couture design. 

Four brilliant Majestic Gold cabriole legs suspend the dresser off the floor. The top drawers 

feature interior drawer bottoms in warm taupe quilted leather removable liners. The icing on 

the cake of this sophisticated dresser is the lustrous, thick crème stone top. This is the dresser 

that will lend a radiant glow in the most chic bedrooms.
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The Ribbon Bed
SIG-416-103   l   SIG-416-123   l   SIG-416-143

queen dimensions king dimensions cal king dimensions

69.25W x 86D x 65H in.
175.9W x 218.44D x 165.1H cm

85.25W x 86D x 65H in.
216.54W x 218.44D x 165.1H cm

81.25W x 90D x 65H in.
206.38W x 228.6D x 165.1H cm

Graceful in its softness and refinement, The Ribbon is a bed that will wind its way into your 

heart. The delicately carved frame curves around the headboard and flows down along the 

side rails and footboard in decorative style. Not to be missed is the depth of carving that adds 

elegant dimension to this sumptuous bed. Bathed in a warm Gold Bullion Leaf finish, the 

free-flowing wood carving is the perfect trim for the plush black velvet that surrounds the 

entire bed, embracing you in elegance. The bed is suspended off the floor on rounded trapeze 

feet. Distinctly French in style, this piece is the prettiest of presents for any bedroom.
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dimensions

The Parisian Nightstand
SIG-416-061

29.5W x 21.75D x 29.75H in.
74.93W x 55.25D x 75.57H cm

The collection’s signature ribbon details come to life in this elegant French-inspired nightstand. 

A standout with its shiny Piano Black finish, the graceful cabriole legs have been given a high 

dose of drama by sheathing two-thirds of the legs in brilliant Majestic Gold with a stylized 

gold ribbon stretcher. Pull the round quilted gold knobs to open the drawer which features 

a beautifully upholstered interior in a deep shagreen. The Parisian Nightstand is a couture 

statement for any Signature bedroom.
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The Aristocrat Nightstand is the perfect companion for any regal bed. Luminous in its 

high-sheen Nightfall finish—a rich eucalyptus veneer that has been custom-dyed. This sleek 

silhouette has a softly bowed front that is adorned with beautiful, round gold metal knobs in 

a quilted pattern. The piece sits atop a warm taupe quilted leather base and trapezoidal legs, 

adding dimension and elegance. With four generous drawers, the top twin drawers have been 

accessorized with removable quilted drawer liners.

dimensions

The Aristocrat Nightstand
SIG-416-064

38.5W x 18D x 29.75H in.
97.79W x 45.72D x 75.57H cm
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dimensions

The Parisian Dresser
SIG-416-032

73.5W x 19.5D x 35.75H in.
186.69W x 49.53D x 90.81H cm

The Parisian Dresser is quintessentially French deco. Reminiscent of that era, this piece 

is wrapped in sumptuous, Creme De La Creme paint. Each of the  drawers are outlined 

in black lacquer. The dresser has a sleek flat front that softly curves at the corners and 

is accented with round pulls in polished gold that emulate classic couture design. Four 

brilliant Majestic Gold cabriole legs suspend the dresser off the floor. The top drawers 

feature interior drawer bottoms in a warm quilted leather. The icing on the cake of this 

sophisticated dresser is the lustrous, thick black stone top to accentuate the uniqueness of 

this piece. This dresser will be the highlight in any chic bedroom.
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The Quintessential Chest
SIG-416-023

55.5W x 19.5D x 36.5H in.
140.97W x 49.53D x 92.71H cm

The Quintessential Chest is in a class by itself when it comes to its patina and details. 

Custom dyed eucalyptus veneer has been hand-rubbed to a gleaming shine with a rich 

Nightfall finish that brings out the beauty of the grain. The linear appeal of this three-

drawer chest is offset by its curvaceous acrylic base, giving this piece a contemporarized 

French flair. Each drawer is detailed with round quilted gold knobs. Open the top drawer 

to find a warm quilted pad for that extra ahhhh of luxury. Whether in a living room, 

dining room, hallway or bedroom, this piece fits seamlessly with antiques or the most 

contemporary designs.

dimensions
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The Aristocrat Dining Table
SIG-416-201 

98W x 50D x 30H in
248.92W x 127D x 76.2H cm

Extends to 142” with 2-22” leaves.
Leather Base: 9085-75CC-Q

page: 5

The Rose Dining Table
SIG-416-204 

72 dia x 29.5H in
182.88 dia x 74.93H cm

Black glass top.

page: 12
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The Sophisticates Dining Chair
SIG-416-282 

21.5W x 25.5D x 42H in
54.61W x 64.77D x 106.68H cm

Metal ferrule. Decorative metal pull on 
back of chair.

Fabric: 2434-87CC

page: 17

The Aristocrat Dining Chair
SIG-416-283 

22W x 25.5D x 42.5H in
55.88W x 64.77D x 107.95H cm

Metal ferrule. Decorative metal pull and quilted 
leather on back of chair.

Fabric: 9085-75CC, 9085-75CC-Q

page: 6

The Regal Dining Chair
SIG-416-271 

25.5W x 25.5D x 40.5H in
64.77W x 64.77D x 102.87H cm

Frame features coin and leaf details.
Body Fabric: Inside Back, Seat and Welt 3090-87CC;

Outside Back 5109-88CC

page: 14

The Regal Dining Side Chair
SIG-016-281 

25.5W x 25.5D x 40.25H in
64.77W x 64.77D x 102.24H cm

Frame features coin and leaf details.
Body Fabric: Inside Back, Seat and Welt 3090-87CC;

Outside Back 5109-88CC

page: 15
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The Aficionado Cabinet
SIG-416-531 

52.5W x 20.5D x 86H in
133.35W x 52.07D x 218.44H cm

Metal stretcher at bottom. Two doors: behind 
doors are Gold Bullion Leaf. Two-way mirror. Two 
adjustable glass shelves. Lit interior. TV area. Pull-

out mirrored work surface. Four drawers at bottom. 
Bottom two are routed for wine bottle storage. Holds 

six bottles in each.

page: 22

The Connoisseurs Display Cabinet
SIG-416-221 

57W x 19D x 83H in
144.78W x 48.26D x 210.82H cm

Metal base. Mirrored back panel. Two glass doors. 
Three glass shelves with plate grooves and gold leaf 

edge. Led lighting.

page: 19

The Grandiose Credenza
SIG-416-211 

78W x 20D x 39H in
198.12W x 50.8D x 99.06H cm

Black granite stone top. Three doors. Acrylic post 
with Majestic Gold accents. Outside doors: two 

pull-out wine shelves that hold six bottles per shelf. 
Opening at bottom middle door: one locking 

drawer. Drawer with silver insert. Opening at bottom.

page: 20

The Arabesque Display
SIG-416-222 

68.5W x 16.25D x 77H in
173.99W x 41.28D x 195.58H cm

Two fret doors. Glass shelves. LED lighting.

page: 16
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The Ribbon Sofa
SGU-416-013-A 

102W x 35.5D x 34.25H in
259.08W x 90.17D x 87H cm

Carved wood base. Loose seat cushions. Tight back. 
Blendown supreme cushion with memory foam 

topper. 8-way hand tied seat. Feather down pillows.
Body Fabric: 2432-35CC;

Pillow Fabric: 2-20" x 20" Pillows 3105-41CC

page: 46

The Ribbon Chair
SGU-416-033-A 

34.75W x 36.5D x 32.25H in
88.27W x 92.71D x 81.92H cm

The Aristocrat Sofa
SGU-416-015-C 

108.75W x 40.5D x 29H in
276.23W x 102.87D x 73.66H cm

Blendown supreme cushion with memory foam 
topper. 8-way hand tied seat. Feather down pillows.

Body Fabric: 2538-12CC; 
Pillow Fabric: 3 - 22" x 14" Kidney Pillows 2541-12CC 

with Contrast Welt 2538-12CC

page: 26

The Aristocrat Chair
SGU-416-035-C 

40.5W x 37D x 29H in
102.87W x 93.98D x 73.66H cm

Blendown supreme cushion with memory foam 
topper. 8-way hand tied seat. Feather down pillows.

Body Fabric: 2538-12CC; 
Pillow Fabric: 1 - 22" x 14" Kidney Pillow 2541-12CC 

with Contrast Welt 2538-12CC

page: 27

Carved wood base. Loose seat cushion. Tight back.
Blendown supreme cushion with memory foam 

topper. 8-way hand tied seat. Feather down pillow.
Body Fabric: 2432-35CC;

Pillow Fabric: 1-20" x 20" Pillow 3105-41CC

page: 47
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The Gilded Chair
SGU-416-132-B 

26.25W x 28.25D x 38.25H in
66.68W x 71.76D x 97.16H cm

Plush poly foam cushion. 8-way hand tied seat. 
Intricately carved frame. Tight seat and back. 

Upholstered arm pads.
Body Fabric: 2434-90CC

page: 40

The Gilded Chair
SGU-416-132-C 

26.25W x 28.25D x 38.25H in
66.68W x 71.76D x 97.16H cm

Plush poly foam cushion. 8-way hand tied seat. 
Intricately carved frame. Tight seat and back. 

Upholstered arm pads.
Body Fabric: 2541-12CC

page: 43

The Parisian Chair
SGU-416-131-A 

27.25W x 30D x 37.25H in
69.22W x 76.2D x 94.62H cm

Plush poly foam cushion. 8-way hand tied seat. 
Carved French-inspired frame. Tight seat and back. 

Upholstered arm pads.
Body Fabric: 2432-35CC

page: 59

The Gilded Chair
SGU-416-132-A 

26.25W x 28.25D x 38.25H in
66.68W x 71.76D x 97.16H cm

Plush poly foam cushion. 8-way hand tied seat. 
Intricately carved frame. Tight seat and back. 

Upholstered arm pads.
Body Fabric: 3122-34CC

page: 42
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The Arabesque Cocktail
SIG-416-404 

52.75W x 24D x 18.75H in
133.99W x 60.96D x 47.63H cm

Glass top. Fret work under glass. Top frame and 
stretchers in Brushed Majestic Gold. Legs and fret 

work in Majestic Gold.

page: 32

The Arabesque Cocktail
SIG-416-405 

49.5W x 49.5D x 19H in
125.73W x 125.73D x 48.26H cm

Glass top. Fret work under glass top. Top frame and 
stretchers in Brushed Majestic Gold. Legs and fret 

work in Majestic Gold.

page: 34

The Arabesque End
SIG-416-414 

26.75W x 26.75D x 24H in
67.95W x 67.95D x 60.96H cm

Glass top. Fret work under glass. Top frame and 
stretchers in Brushed Majestic Gold. Legs and fret 

work in Majestic Gold.

page: 33

The Arabesque Console
SIG-416-446 

72.75W x 14.25D x 30H in
184.79W x 36.2D x 76.2H cm

Glass top. Fret work under glass top. Frame and 
stretchers in Brushed Majestic Gold. Legs and fret 

work in Majestic Gold.

page: 37
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The Contempo Side
SIG-416-471 

16.75W x 14.5D x 19.5H in
42.55W x 36.83D x 49.53H cm

White crystal stone top.

page: 65

The Contempo Side
SIG-416-411 

23W x 23.25D x 24H in
58.42W x 59.06D x 60.96H cm

White crystal stone top.

page: 64

The Contempo Side
SIG-416-416 

23W x 23.25D x 24H in
58.42W x 59.06D x 60.96H cm

Black glass top.

page: 60

The Contempo Side
SIG-416-472 

16.75W x 14.5D x 19.5H in
42.55W x 36.83D x 49.53H cm

Black glass top.

page: 61
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The Rose Cocktail
SIG-416-406 
41 dia x 19H in

104.14 dia x 48.26H cm

Black glass top.

page: 50

The Rose Side
SIG-416-415 

20.5 dia x 24.5H in
52.07 dia x 62.23H cm

Black glass top.

page: 52

The Elegant Demi
SIG-416-448 

43.75W x 18D x 30.5H in
111.13W x 45.72D x 77.47H cm

Majestic Gold accent panels.

page: 68

The Elegant Console
SIG-416-447 

80W x 16D x 36.5H in
203.2W x 40.64D x 92.71H cm

Majestic Gold accent panels.

page: 67
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The Sophisticated Side
SIG-416-413 

20 dia x 24.5H in
50.8 dia x 62.23H cm

Cast glass.

page: 54

The Drink Table
SIG-416-422 
10 dia x 22H in

25.4 dia x 55.88H cm

Cast glass.

page: 55

The In Bloom Accent Table
SIG-016-420 

15W x 15D x 24H in
38.1W x 38.1D x 60.96H cm

Cast crystal top.

page: 45

The Gem Side
SIG-416-421 

17W x 16.25D x 20.25H in
43.18W x 41.28D x 51.44H cm

Crystal top.

page: 28
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The Ladies Side
SIG-416-412 

28 dia x 26.25H in
71.12 dia x 66.68H cm

White crystal stone top. Removable crystal finial.

page: 53

The Parisian Console
SIG-416-441 

71W x 19D x 32.5H in
180.34W x 48.26D x 82.55H cm

One drawer with soft-close guides. Metal stretcher at 
bottom in Majestic Gold.

page: 70

The Parisian Console
SIG-416-443 

71W x 19D x 32.5H in
180.34W x 48.26D x 82.55H cm

One drawer with soft-close guides. Metal stretcher at 
bottom in Majestic Gold.

page: 71

The Parisian Desk
SIG-416-451 

62.5W x 27D x 30H in
158.75W x 68.58D x 76.2H cm

Five drawers with soft-close guides. Middle drawer 
with lock and pencil tray.

page: 73
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The Handsome Cocktail
SIG-416-403 

50W x 50D x 16H in
127W x 127D x 40.64H cm

Bronze mirror top.

page: 38

The Jewel Bench
SGU-416-151-A 

37.5W x 18.5D x 20H in
95.25W x 46.99D x 50.8H cm

Plush poly foam cushion. 
Carved cabriole legs. Tight seat.

page: 58

The Quintessential Chest
SIG-416-023 

55.5W x 19.5D x 36.5H in
140.97W x 49.53D x 92.71H cm

Acrylic base. Three drawers with soft-close guides. 
Top drawer with quilted leather insert. 

Leather: 9085-75CC-Q

page: 92
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The Ribbon Bed - King
SIG-416-124 

85.25W x 86D x 65H in
85.25W x 86D x 65H cm

Available in Queen and Cal-King. 
Carved wood headboard, footboard, and side rail. 

Fabric: 2434-87CC

page: 78

The Parisian Dresser
SIG-416-031 

73.5W x 19.5D x 35.75H in
73.5W x 19.5D x 35.75H cm

White jade stone top. Seven drawers with soft-close 
guides. Top drawers with quilted leather insert. 

Center drop down locking drawer. 
Leather: 9085-75CC-Q

page: 81

The Parisian Nightstand
SIG-416-062 

29.5W x 21.5D x 29.5H in
29.5W x 21.5D x 29.5H cm

One drawer with fully upholstered creme shagreen 
liner and soft-close guides. Metal stretcher at bottom 

in Majestic Gold.

page: 80

The Aristocrat Nightstand
SIG-416-063 

38.5W x 18D x 29.75H in
38.5W x 18D x 29.75H cm

Four drawers with soft-close guides. Top two drawers 
with quilted leather removable pad. 

Leather: 9085-75CC-Q

page: 79
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The Parisian Nightstand
SIG-416-061 

29.5W x 21.75D x 29.75H in
29.5W x 21.75D x 29.75H cm

One drawer with fully upholstered black shagreen 
liner and soft-close guides. Metal stretcher at bottom 

in Majestic Gold.

page: 85

The Aristocrat Nightstand
SIG-416-064 

38.5W x 18D x 29.75H in
97.79W x 45.72D x 75.57H cm

Four drawers with soft-close guides. Top two drawers 
with quilted leather removable pad. 

Leather: 9085-75CC-Q

page: 89

The Ribbon Bed - King
SIG-416-123 

85.25W x 86D x 65H in
216.54W x 218.44D x 165.1H cm

Available in Queen and Cal-King. 
Carved headboard, footboard, and side rail.

Fabric: 2434-90CC

page: 84

The Parisian Dresser
SIG-416-032 

73.5W x 19.5D x 35.75H in
186.69W x 49.53D x 90.81H cm

Black stone top. Seven drawers with soft-close 
guides. Top drawers with quilted leather insert. 

Center drop down locking drawer. 
Leather: 9085-75CC-Q

page: 91
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name sku number
SGU-416-013-A    46
SGU-416-015-C    26
SGU-416-033-A 47
SGU-416-035-A 27
SGU-416-131-A 59
SGU-416-132-A 42
SGU-416-132-B 40
SGU-416-132-C 43
SGU-416-151-A 58
SIG-016-281 15
SIG-016-420 45
SIG-416-023 92
SIG-416-031 81
SIG-416-032 91
SIG-416-061 85
SIG-416-062 80
SIG-416-063 79
SIG-416-064 89
SIG-416-123 84
SIG-416-124 78
SIG-416-201 5
SIG-416-204 12
SIG-416-211 20
SIG-416-221 19
SIG-416-222 16
SIG-416-271 14
SIG-416-282 17
SIG-416-283 6
SIG-416-403 38
SIG-416-404 32
SIG-416-405 34
SIG-416-406 50
SIG-416-411 64
SIG-416-412 53
SIG-416-413 54
SIG-416-414 33
SIG-416-415 52
SIG-416-416 60
SIG-416-421 28
SIG-416-422 55
SIG-416-441 70
SIG-416-443 71
SIG-416-446 37
SIG-416-447 67
SIG-416-448 68
SIG-416-451 73
SIG-416-471 65
SIG-416-472 61
SIG-416-531 22

The Aficionado Cabinet   22
The Arabesque Cocktail    32
The Arabesque Cocktail   34
The Arabesque Console 37
The Arabesque Display 16
The Arabesque End 33
The Aristocrat Chair 27
The Aristocrat Dining Chair 6
The Aristocrat Dining Table 5
The Aristocrat Nightstand 79
The Aristocrat Nightstand 89
The Aristocrat Sofa 26
The Connoisseurs Display 19
The Contempo Side 64
The Contempo Side 65
The Contempo Side 60
The Contempo Side 61
The Drink Table 55
The Elegant Console 67
The Elegant Demi 68
The Gem Side 28
The Gilded Chair-A 42
The Gilded Chair-B 40
The Gilded Chair-C 43
The Grandiose Credenza 20
The Handsome Cocktail 38
The In Bloom Accent Table 45
The Jewel Bench 58
The Ladies Side 53
The Parisian Chair 59
The Parisian Console 70
The Parisian Console 71
The Parisian Desk 73
The Parisian Dresser 81
The Parisian Dresser 91
The Parisian Nightstand 80
The Parisian Nightstand 85
The Quintessential Chest 92
The Regal Dining Arm Chair   14
The Regal Dining Side Chair   15
The Ribbon Bed 78
The Ribbon Bed 84
The Ribbon Chair 47
The Ribbon Sofa 46
The Rose Cocktail    50
The Rose Dining Table 12
The Rose Side 52
The Sophisticated Side 54
The Sophisticates Dining Chair  17
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